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Chapter 1

The General 
Snowpack  situation 
Winter 2014/15

The winter of  2014/15 was characterised by 
continual storm cycles that occurred throughout the 
winter presenting  fluctuating freezing levels.
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The start of the winter presented heavy snowfalls, mostly above 700 metres, 
accompanied by storm force winds which were instrumental in accumulating 
deep drifts and unstable snow into wind sheltered locations.

 During these storms there would be natural avalanche activity and instabilities 
within the windslab deposits. Fortunately warm temperatures with rising freezing 
levels helped stabilise the snowpack quite quickly and snowpack instability was 
generally short term.

The first recorded avalanches took place in the middle weekend of December. 
These were mostly natural due to deep snow accumulations often triggered by 
cornice collapse and sharply rising temperatures. One avalanche was triggered 
by a party in Glencoe and others were reported in the Scottish Borders.

Rain at all levels over the festive period brought a period of wet snow avalanche 
activity. Colder temperatures with snowfall at the end of December and the 
beginning of January brought more snow. Additionally, a period of prolonged 
instability due to weakly bonded grains was maintained within the snowpack by 
the colder temperatures. 

Avalanche activity in Torridon with a human triggered avalanche and a lucky 
escape marked a period of instability at the end of the year with a further 10 
reported human triggered avalanches taking place in January

Fluctuating freezing levels and storm cycles continued into February. A colder 
period with new snowfall and increasing snowpack instability occurred toward 
the end of the month with a period of triggered avalanche activity, ski area 
control, and persons on foot accounting for 10 avalanches on the 20th and 21st 
Feb. 

Warmer temperatures into March produced a significant period of wet snow 
avalanches which generally purged the slopes, however deep cracks remained in 
many places around cliff edges and especially where deep accumulations had 
formed on leeward scarp slopes. These ‘deep glide cracks’ present unpredictable 

situations, although presenting a dramatic impression and an indication of 

potential snow slope failure, it is actually very difficult to know when they may 
release. Often a slope with these features does not !. 

A last gasp of winter in early April presented some surface instabilities with snow 
sports activity triggering a number of avalanches in Cairngorm and Lochaber.

In summary the winter of 2014 - 2015 consisted of cycles of very stormy weather 
with significant precipitation and snow build up above 600 metres. This resulted 
in some very large sized natural avalanches taking place in the Spring. 

For most of the winter season those living at valley and glen levels experienced a 
benign winter. High in the mountains however, severe winter conditions continued 
for the majority of the time.
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Chapter 2

SAIS 
Operation 

Avalanche hazard information is provided on a daily 
basis in the following 6 main mountain areas of 
Scotland : -The Torridon region, Northern 
Cairngorms, Southern Cairngorms, Creag Meagaidh, 
Lochaber and Glencoe.  Avalanche hazard 
assessment is achieved by traveling through the 
mountains on foot or ski, carrying out snow profiles 
and field observations and noting many factors 
which, when combined, provide an indication of the 
hazard situation.

Photo Murdo Macleod



Having carried out an avalanche hazard evaluation in the 
mountains, the SAIS forecaster returns to their area base. A 
weather forecast provided by the Aberdeen Met Office team 
(usually around mid afternoon) is then used for further 
information.  An avalanche hazard forecast is then produced, and  
after discussion between relevant SAIS forecasters, an avalanche 
report is published.

The avalanche hazard evaluations are provided by SAIS 
Avalanche Forecasters who have many years experience of 
avalanche hazard assessment ( in most cases over 15yrs). 
Forecasters undergo a verification process on a regular basis, to 
meet the relevant SAIS observer and forecaster standards and 
carry out annual continual professional development. 
Additionally, Forecasters are experienced and committed 
climbers, skiers and outdoor enthusiasts who are required to be  
competent in all the skills necessary for safe travel in the most 
challenging of winter conditions. The team comprise IFMGA 
mountain guides, instructors and avalanche experts from many 
countries. Their experience and professionalism is integral to 

providing a good avalanche forecasting service and safe 
operational practice. 
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Challenging winter conditions are encountered frequently !

Movie 2.1 50 mph winds in the Cairngorms



Chapter 3

Avalanche 
Hazard 
Information 
Analysis of the snow layer interfaces is carried out by 
making observations in an excavated snow-profile. 
Temperatures taken through the snowpack from the 
ground to the surface, and noting how the snow 
‘behaves’ , enables us to get an indication of snow 
stability. These observations play a small part in the 
overall mountain observations that we take throughout 
the area, and help us determine the overall avalanche 
hazard.

Photo P Noble  Blackspout Lochnagar SAIS



The number of operational days for Torridon was less than in other areas during 
this second pilot year as it primarily operated at weekends and main holiday 
periods. The Torridon area received significant snowfall in February/ March with 
some violent storms.  

Creag Meagaidh and Glencoe reported the most ‘High Hazard’ days. Hazard level 
proportions between the 6 full operation areas were fairly consistent with 
‘Considerable’ or ‘High Hazard’ avalanche reports being issued between 44% to 
62% of the operational days. The ‘Moderate’ level of hazard occurred for 
approximately 29-40% (circa 30% in Torridon) of the winter days. Human 
triggered avalanches are still a possibility at this level and it is often considered 
by many national avalanche warning agencies that the Moderate level of hazard 
presents strong potential for catching people out. The mountain traveller may be 
off guard, the areas of instability are often more limited in location,  and may only 
be present in isolated, steep places, usually high up in corries.  Additionally, 
although the snowpack may be moderately stable and/or limited in area, the size 
of a group and its spacing is critical in how people can load a snowpack with 
their cumulative weight and then the triggering of an avalanche becoming 
possible. Moderate levels of hazard therefore still require vigilance, and a good 
spacing out of group members in order to minimise the loading on a slope.

The five hazard levels are defined by the European Avalanche Hazard Warning 
Scale which is also the recognised scale worldwide.
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Northern Cairngorms Southern Cairngorms

Glencoe Lochaber

Torridon (44 days) Creag MeagaidhHazard	levels Low Moderate Considerable High



Chapter 4

Avalanche 
Occurences

Recorded avalanches are a compilation of observed 
avalanche occurrences from a number of different 
sources namely, SAIS forecasters making 
observations in the 6 areas of operation; submitted 
reports from winter mountain recreationists; and 
observations from members of the public.

Spring snow creep Coire Dubh. Photo SAIS Creag Meagaidh



The SAIS avalanche reporting facility on the website has helped 
greatly with the public being able to send details of avalanche 
occurrence observations. Once verified, these details provide not 
only valuable information to record, but most importantly, 
provides those venturing into the hills with clear hazard 
information which helps with their planning process. 
Observations however, require good visibility and human 
identification. In this respect avalanche occurrences are recorded 
only where people can travel in the mountains or can see clearly  
from roads and paths.  Therefore it can be assumed that a 
greater number of avalanche occurrences have taken place than 
have been recorded, and the total number of natural avalanches 
recorded is only a guide.

The recording of avalanche occurrences is the best indicator of 
the immediate short term snow stability situation. Avalanche 
occurrence location and the reporting of avalanche incidents is 
therefore very valuable in enabling the SAIS to pass on relevant 
information to the public, provide snowpack stability verification, 
and to illustrate the extent of avalanche activity.

The total number of avalanche occurrences recorded by the SAIS 
for the winter of 2014/15 was 305. Of this number, 242 were 
natural and/or cornice release and 30 were incidents triggered by 
persons. Of the 25 triggered by persons: 

11 avalanche occurrences were purposefully triggered by ski 
patrol or SAIS observers during the avalanche hazard 
assessment process, 

3 were triggered by skiers and boarders. 

20 were triggered by people on foot. 

In total 36 persons were involved in avalanche incidents ( all 
being part of the triggering group), 20 of whom were carried 
down in the avalanche, one fatality occurred following avalanche 
involvement.
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Chapter 5

Reaching The 
Public

SAIS Avalanche Reports are accessible by mobile 
phone, tablets and computers. Condensed 
avalanche report summaries are also available via 
twitter feed and Facebook. SAIS reports are also 
posted in a variety of locations such as ski stations, 
tourist offices and retail outlets. 

The Cairngorms Photo P Noble SAIS South Cairngorm



Avalanche Report views for the period between Dec 2014 and 
April 2015 (4 month period) was 289,000.

SAIS Blogs

Our blogs are used by the public to access information about 
mountain conditions and snow cover, SAIS forecasters are on the 
mountains daily and can therefore provide information which is 

useful as a reference 
in the planning 
process. During the 
winter period period 
between Dec 2014 
and April 2015 (4 
month period) the 
blogs were viewed 
653,000 times. 
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Chapter 6

Torridon 

The Torridon region is now one of the six main 
forecast areas for the SAIS. After two pilot winters, 
the season 2015 - 2016 is the first winter of daily 
operation.

 Photo A Cunningham SAIS Torridon



Chapter 7

Support and 
Sponsorship

The SAIS are supported by many agencies and 
organisations who provide help in many ways, 
including equipment and clothing; the provision of 
facilities from where we carry out our operations; 
and mountain access. We are very grateful for all the 
help we are given and would like to thank all those 
who provide support and enable us to carry out our 
work for the avalanche service in a more effective 
way.

Photo Murdo Macleod



 

We are pleased to continue our relationship with Mountain 
Equipment who provide  us with well designed and functional 
equipment that works well in all the weather conditions 
experienced in a Scottish winter. This allows us to carry out our 
job with confidence, comfort and with protection from the 
elements.

 

Collaboration continues with WL GORE & Associates, our work 
environment providing appropriate diverse weather conditions 
and the variety of mountain activities needed for the field testing 
of GORE-TEX & Windstopper fabrics and the development of the 
GORETEX PRO fabric. Real world feedback from the SAIS 
forecast team is used as part of their research and development 
process for developing next generation technologies.

Avalanche transceivers, shovels and avalanche probes are 
provided to the SAIS by Back Country Access through the their 
UK distributors ANATOM and are used daily by the SAIS 
forecasting team when carrying out field observations.

We are provided with media resources to enable us capture 
images and movie clips which are used to enhance condition 
reports and for other public information initiatives.
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